
Groomers
Wide groomer with some steeper sections
and centered tree clusters / Groomed,
moderately pitched option from the Summit

Sunrise
Supertrail or
Black Bear

From the top of Sunrise Express, exit
left / From the Summit, stay to your
skier's right (past Chute)

Easy Scenic
Wide open, groomed, mostly a slow zone,
optimal for learning

Exit American Express and take
"Underpass" to skier's right; its
directly underneath the slower
Tamarac Triple

Lower
Tamarack

Bumps
(Learning)

Medium sized, manufactured bumps, not
too steep and an area to bail

Exit American Express to the left and
follow Underpass, look for the big
orange sign

Suntanner (Park)

Cruiser
Not too steep, this run receives ample
sunlight, has great snow-making and is
perfect for carving big turns

From the Summit, stay all the way
to your skier's right (past the
Shooting Star Lift)

Upper Kidder Brook

Glades
So many options, hard to pick one, but
pitch combined with tree spacing makes this
one of our favorites

Eclipse
Exit Sundown Express to the left
and enter just below Ski Patrol HQ 

Longest Way
~3 miles; From the Summit to the base,
scenic views with some flattish areas

From the Summit, head away from
the main face (past the bear) and
follow large yellow "Easy Street"
sign

Mike's Way -
Upper West
Meadow - Lower
Wanderer

Scenic
Cruiser

Longer, wide open groomer on the Sun
Bowl side

Exit Sunrise Express to the left and
follow the signs

Lower
Middlebrook

Burner
Together, these broad runs offer a  direct
route from Summit to Base; groomed with a
moderate pitch

From the Summit, head down
underneath the Gondola

Upper to Lower
Standard

Bumps
(Advanced)

Site of the FIS World Mogul Competition in
1978 (the first in the East)

From the Summit, stay left on Upper
Lift Line to Get My Drift, then follow
Upper Slalom Grade and stay to
skier's left

World Cup

Glades
(Steeper)

Head here when there is natural snow, it
tends to stick and its great fun

From the Summit, head down Black
Bear and look out on skier's left

Moondance

Short, but steep and by the end of the day,
the bumps can be large

From the Summit, follow Black Bear
and take the first cutt-off on your
skier's right, connects to Sunrise
Supertrail

Bear Down
Short
& Steep
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